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From The Editor
What you are looking at is the December 2016
edition of the MaUsE DoubleClick, the online 
publication of the Macintosh Users East, (MaUsE),
a motley collection of mostly harmless cranks who
reside in Southern Ontario with their motley 
collection of old and new Macintosh,Hackentosh &
MacClone computers.

The DoubleClick is published using a 2009 2.93
GHz  Quad-Core Intel Xeon Mac Pro tower and 
QuarkXPress 2016. An antique Kodak DX7590 is
STILL being used for all pictures. Everything not
specifically attributed to someone else can proba-
bly be blamed on the Editor. Back issues can be
downloaded from the MaUsE website at : 
< www.mause.ca >. Submissions from MaUsE
Club members are almost always welcome. Maybe
that last bit is an exaggeration.

Send your submissions and articles to me at: 
< ducati860@gmail.com >, especially if there are
files or pictures attached. I have never refused a
submission yet. Because we care about the envi-
ronment, the MaUsE DoubleClick is created using
only recycled electrons: matter was neither created
nor destroyed in the process of creating this issue.
There is always room for another piece on any
Mac-related topic and Iʼll make room if there isnʼt. I
would like your submissions. But I won't beg.

Apple, Macintosh, and the Apple logo are trade-
marks of Apple Inc.®, registered in the U.S. and
other countries. 
The MaUsE (Macintosh Users East) is an Apple
Inc.-authorised Apple User Group. 

Michael Shaw, Editor

DoubleClick
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Michael Shaw 
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Don’t forget to pay
your MaUsE 

Membership fee: Still
only 

$45 per year.

MaUsE Meetings are held in Room 1 at the new Whitby Public Library on the
corner of Henry and Dundas West in Whitby, Ontario on the fourth Wednesday of

each month except December, July & August, starting at 7:00 PM.

Facebook MaUsE 
https://www.facebook.com/Macintosh-Users-East-748334841881285/.

Apple Liaison: 
Marcel Dufresne

marcel@mause.ca
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Annual General Meeting Report
November MaUsE Meeting Report

Every November we have a short Annual General Meeting that
precedes the regular fun and games that is the usual monthly
MaUsE meeting. At this meeting we announced the changes in the
way our meeting room will be set up for the 2017 session in re-
sponse to changes in the clubs membership numbers. The club’s fi-
nancial report is presented by the Treasurer and the 2016 MaUsE
Executive election results were presented by Stan. There are seven
Directors on the executive and to ensure continuity we hold elec-
tions for four posts on even numbered years and three posts on
odd numbered years, each term to last two years. This year the four
executives whose time has come are Michael, Ken, Stephen and
Stan.

We had a welcome response to the mass mailing we did early in
November in which we asked MaUsE members if any of them
would be willing to join the MaUsE executive for the 2017 session.
Two members agreed to step forward to fill positions left vacant by
Stephen and Stan. Clint Fraser and Richard Turner will be joining
us on the MaUsE Exec after Christmas. On behalf of all of the
MaUsE Exec, I would like to offer a warm welcome to Clint and
Richard and we look forward to seeing them at the next MaUsE Ex-
ecutive meeting in January 2017.

The November General Meeting was well attended and several
fascinating presentations were, by definition, presented. I think we
had three new members join MaUsE at the November meeting. It
was nice to see that some members’ spouses were also in atten-
dance.









iPhone 6s Program For 
Unexpected Shutdown Issues

Apple has determined that a very small number of iPhone 6s de-
vices may unexpectedly shut down. This is not a safety issue and
only affects devices within a limited serial number range that were
manufactured between September and October 2015. If you have ex-
perienced this issue, please visit an Apple Retail Store or an Apple
Authorized Service Provider and have your device's serial number
checked to confirm eligibility for a battery replacement, free of charge.

Replacement Process
Choose one of the service op-

tions below to have your battery re-
placed. Your iPhone will be
examined prior to any service to
verify that it is eligible for this pro-
gram and in working order. Please
call your service provider to confirm
that battery replacement service is
available on the day you visit them.

To prepare your iPhone 6s for
the battery replacement process,
please follow the steps below:
 Back up your data to iTunes or

iCloud.
 Turn off Find my iPhone
 Erase data and settings in Settings > General > Reset > Erase all

Content and Settings

Note: If your iPhone 6s has any damage such as a cracked screen
which impairs the replacement of the battery, that issue will need to
be resolved prior to the battery replacement. In some cases, there
may be a cost associated with the repair.



NEW From AKVIS
Chameleon 9

AKVIS is a company with 25 programs that have
a lot in common. All of the AKVIS programs are
available for Mac and Windows, can be used by
professional and amateur photographers to en-
hance their images, are available as both a stand-

alone application and as plug-ins for Adobe Photoshop and Ps
Elements (all other popular image editing programs), and can be
downloaded from the internet and used as a fully featured DEMO
without restriction for ten days without any obligation to keep or pay.
The ten day “try before you buy” policy means that you have plenty of
time to explore the abilities of AKVIS software and access the online
tutorials, videos, examples and manuals in order to fully understand
what you are buying before you pay any money. Once you do decide
to purchase the program, you will find that there are several licenses
available, all reasonably priced, at levels that vary based on type of
use (personal or commercial) and type of installation. The price per
program varies as well.

In the case of Chameleon the cost and license
structure are as follows:
Home license for plug-in or stand-alone : US $54
The Home License is a license for non-commercial,
personal use only.  Commercial uses are strictly pro-

hibited. Such version may not include all features, it usually has less
functionality than the superior versions (Deluxe/Business), but
enough to meet the needs of a home user.  Home License allows reg-
istering and using the software on 2 computers.

Home Deluxe license for plug-in and stand-alone : US $65
The Home Deluxe license, like the Home license, can be used only
for non-commercial, personal purposes. It is an advanced version of
Home license; it is valid for both plugin and standalone editions. Apart
from the flexibility provided by this license type, its owners enjoy more
functionality. The license is targeted at advanced users who have
high requirements to the software. Home Deluxe License allows reg-
istering and using the software on 2 computers.

Business license for plug-in and stand-alone : $ $82
The Business License is a license for commercial institutions
and individuals that derive a profit from usage of the Soft-
ware. Commercial use is allowed. The license is valid for
both plugin and standalone versions and offers full function-
ality. All features are included! The license is targeted at pro-
fessionals.  Business License allows registering and using
the software on 2 computers.

As with the other AKVIS programs I have referenced and
written about, Chameleon is a powerfully entertaining piece
of software. The interface invites exploration and experimen-
tation.

The program works in four modes:
 Montage Mode. In this mode the program com-
bines images to create a seamless photo montage.
It transfers selected objects to a new background
and makes the irrelevant parts of the pasted frag-

ment fade away. The object does not change its color range or opac-
ity, only its edges adapt to the new environment and get smoothed.
This mode is good to use for creating photo collages with people
(pasting a person into a new background).
 Chameleon Mode. In this mode the program adjusts the pasted
fragment to the target image color range and smoothes the object's
borders. It looks similar to the way a chameleon adapts to the envi-
ronment.
 Blend Mode. In this mode the program does not only smoothen
the borders of the pasted object and adjusts its color range, but it also
makes the object semi-transparent, so that the texture and the relief
of the primary image can be seen through. Use this mode if you want
to "dissolve" the pasted image in the background.
 Emersion Mode. In this mode, like in Montage mode, the program
combines images to create a seamless photo montage. The differ-
ence between the two is that in Emersion Mode the pasted fragment
does not overlay the background, but embeds into the background so
that only certain parts of the fragment are visible. This mode allows
making montages with difficult objects (trees, etc).

AKVIS Chameleon is an efficient tool for photo collage
creation that allows combining digital photographs into
one scene and seamless inserting an object into another
image. The program works automatically; it is not obliga-
tory to create a precise selection of objects. Chameloen
can create personalized greeting cards, simulate a dou-
ble exposure effect, design a timeless wedding album or
a fairy-tale book with your kids as main characters. Also,
you can improve your photos by replacing defective parts
with new ones .



I could fill up the next four or five pages with ex-
amples of images that were enhanced with
Chameleon but the selected photos on the AKVIS
website (http://akvis.com/en/chameleon/index.php)
are much better than I am at illustrating the wide
range of effects that can be achieved with the vari-

ous modes of Chameleon. I suggest you click on the link and spend a
few minutes looking at the pictures there. If these images and the
ones below showing the application window pique your curiosity, go
to the AKVIS downloads page for Macintosh-compatible versions of
the program and download a copy to play with. The Mac downloads
page (http://akvis.com/en/download-macintosh-software.php) has
links to download installers and users guides for all 25 of the AKVIS
image enhancing programs. The prices vary from item to item but
they all share a very similar interface and all are available for you to
use with your own images - ten days of free unlimited use before a
registration number is required.

In Montage mode it is possible
with a few drawn lines and mouse
clicks to select an element or object
in one picture, divorce it from its
original background, and easily im-
port it into another image.for complex objects it may take more care-
ful selection but the results are worth the effort.

http://akvis.com/en/chameleon/index.php
http://akvis.com/en/download-macintosh-software.php


The Blend mode enables the user to
create transparencies so that objects
from one image can be overlapped onto
another image to create interesting lay-
ered effects. Irma’s pictures of a house
and a fence are combined here below.



In Emersion mode  the
pasted fragment does not
overlay the background, but
embeds into the background
so that only certain parts of the
fragment are visible. 



Take Control eBooks
iCloud

DoubleClick features an ebook from Take Control Books every
month. These ebooks have been published in PDF format and cover
issues related to Mac OS. Because they are in PDF format, these
ebooks have a lot of advantages over the traditional paper books.
Electronic books are a new experience for many people, but they pro-
vide you with a good deal of flexibility that isn't available with printed
books. With your purchase of the ebook you get expert advice on var-
ious topics but with an Apple perspective. These are the same expert
authors of some best-selling print books. The download is immediate
and you don't have to leave your house to get it. Because it is paper-
less it can be purchased for much less than a paper edition. Also, if a
new edition of the book comes out, your original purchase of the book
allows you to easily update your current copy for free. There are click-
able links right in the text so that your book immediately leads to
other sources on the same topic. It is readable onscreen which
means you can control the size of the print. If you use Preview you
can even highlight sections without messing up the book (use a copy
of the original if you are worried). You can even print up a paper copy
of the book if you feel the need. The catalog is very extensive and
can be accessed from http://www.takecontrolbooks.com/catalog.
They offer free sample sections of all their ebooks and a money-back
guarantee, so try one out anytime. As readers of the DoubleClick, you
also now have access to this coupon (CPN90219MUG) which entitles
you to a 30% discount on the purchase of a book.

The book featured this month is Take Control of iCloud by Joe
Kissel. iCloud is a simple idea — all your data on all your devices, via
the cloud — that becomes complex in the real world when you want it
to work seamlessly so you can spend your time enjoying your media
or doing actual work, instead of just fiddling with your computer.

Whether you want to get a quick tip or take a deep dive into the
inner workings of iCloud, this 182 page ebook is your ticket. You’ll
start by learning what iCloud can do, how it differs from other cloud
services, and how best to set it up on Macs, iOS devices, Apple TVs,
and Windows-based PCs.

Get an explanation about the key aspects — and hidden gotchas
— of iCloud’s core features, including iCloud Photo Library, My Photo
Stream, iCloud Photo Sharing, Family Sharing, iTunes Match and
iCloud Music Library, iCloud Drive, Mail and Mail Drop, Contacts, Cal-
endars, Reminders, Notes, iCloud Keychain, the iCloud Web site,
Find My iPhone, Find My Mac, Find My Friends, two-factor authenti-
cation, activation lock, Back to My Mac, and backing up and restoring
iOS data.

Also get a careful look at iCloud’s new Desktop and Documents
folder syncing feature in macOS 10.12 Sierra, as well as what the
Optimize Mac Storage checkbox will do behind the scenes. Plus you
will help to get started with copying and pasting between Apple de-
vices using the new Universal Clipboard.

You’ll fly high with iCloud as you learn how to use:
 iCloud Photo Library, My Photo Stream, and iCloud Photo Sharing:
Move your photos around with iCloud Photo Library and/or My Photo
Stream, and understand the many differences between the two. Plus,
share photos with iCloud Photo Sharing.
 iCloud Storage: Apple gives you 5 GB of free storage space, and
is happy to take your money if you want more. Find out which of your
iCloud holdings count toward your storage allocation and which do
not, and how to delete unwanted data.
 iCloud Drive: Understand the iCloud Drive folder in the Finder, get
a grip on iCloud Drive peculiarities, consider the implications of
Sierra’s Optimize Mac Storage checkbox, and get real-world direc-
tions for using iCloud Drive to sync files.
 Desktop and Documents folder syncing: Read Joe’s take on this
feature, consider its quirks, and, if you do decide to turn it on, find di-
rections for how to proceed.
 Family Sharing: Quickly set up a group to share a calendar, pho-
tos, Find My iPhone map, apps and media, and more. Also, take con-
trol of what a child may purchase with Ask to Buy.
 Mail: Understand what’s on offer with an iCloud email account, and
see how you can use Mail Drop for large attachments.
 Calendar, Contacts, and other bits: View and manage calendar
and contact data, share calendars, and send invitations to events.
Plus, get going with browser bookmarks, iCloud Safari tabs, Safari
Reading List, Reminders, and Notes.
 iCloud Keychain: Store and sync login credentials and credit card
details within Safari so you can access them later from any of your
Apple devices.
 iCloud Web site: Use iCloud’s Web interface for apps such as
Mail, Contacts, Calendar, Find My iPhone, and Find My Friends.
 Find My…: Look in Find My iPhone/iPad/iPod touch/Mac to locate
a device that’s gone missing, and keep tabs on friends and family
with Find My Friends.
 iCloud Backup: Manage your iOS backups in iCloud, and find
steps for restoring your backup after a problem!
 Apple TV: Get more out of your Apple TV with iTunes Match, Pho-
tos, and iMovie Theater.
 Back to My Mac: Connect to a far-away Mac over the Internet and
use file sharing and screen sharing just as though you were on the
same network.
 Two-factor-authentication: Find savvy advice about setting a good
password, and discover how to further secure your account with two-
factor authentication.

http://www.takecontrolbooks.com/catalog


You’ll also find answers to many questions, including:
 How can I use multiple iCloud accounts without messing things
up?
 How can I share iCloud contacts with another person?
 What should I know before I turn on Desktop and Documents
folder syncing?
 What’s the difference between iTunes Match and Apple Music, and
is either right for me?
 How can I store my Web logins in Safari so I can enter them with-
out hassle, whether on a Mac or in iOS?
 I’m freaked out about someone accessing my iCloud account.
How can I set up two-factor authentication and what happens after
that?
 How can I tell if a secondhand iOS device was stolen?
 How can I create, update, and share a calendar for my club, even
if some members don’t use iCloud?
 How do I configure my email software to use my iCloud email ad-
dress?
 How does Dropbox’s Camera Uploads feature compare to My
Photo Stream?

Understand its many features and limitations, get set up, and use
iCloud!! This ebook costs $15.00 normally but using the coupon will
make a difference. Check this ebook out and a lot others at
www.takecontrolbooks.com.

Submitted by Marcel Dufresne

SPAM: 
The New Look

For those of us who were raised on
an internet that was based on English,
the new look of SPAM may be a bit of a
shock. In one morning within a couple of
hours on one day I received over 100 in-
vitations from a selection of discreet
lonely hearts clubs offering me the op-
portunity to connect with other lonely
people of various genders, ethnic per-
suasions, and marital status. Even with
Google Translate working full out I was
not induced to follow up on any of the in-
vitations. 

Among the SPAMs there were a cou-
ple of messages in English but by a vast
margin the majority were not. The next
day the trend was reversed and all of my
SPAM was local.

http://www.takecontrolbooks.com


NEW From AKVIS:
Watercolor 1.0

Everything I wrote about AKVIS Chameleon else-
where in this issue pertains to this brand new re-
lease from AKVIS. You can expect the same
excellent resources of samples, tutorials, support
and manuals as the other AKVIS program, and, of
course, the same 10-day free “try before you buy”

policy that allows you to download a fully-featured copy of the pro-
gram (akvis.com/en/watercolor/download.php) and try it out with no
limitations for a week and a half before deciding if it is the type of
thing you might want permanently in your image editing tool box.

See the article about Chameleon else-
where in this issue for information about
the licensing policies and restrictions.
Watercolor 1.0 is available as a plug in or
as a stand alone application. The plug in
is compatible with Photoshop CS to CS6,

Ps Elements 1 through 14, and all of the Corel image ed-
iting programs. The three license types for Watercolor 1.0
are Home (plug-in or stand alone )for  US $49, Home
Deluxe (plug-in plus stand alone) for US $69, and Busi-
ness (plug-in plus stand alone) for US $89. 

There are basically two ways to use the program.
One way is to launch the program and import an
image (Open from the File menu). The image will
open in the application window with default values
already applied. See below. The default values are
just starting points. Using the nine sliders provided
the user can then fine tune the image by altering the

colour behind the image, by using the Decoration tab to change the
texture of the background medium, by adding text to the image, or by
making global adjustments to the image watercolor process as shown
below. The type of brush strokes, colour saturation, lighting and
edges can be heavily modified to give different effects in order to
achieve desired results. The Decoration tab has a library of over 30
possible canvas and paper backgrounds that can be customized and

used to create the illusion that the original image was
painted by hand on textured cloth.



The other way to use the
Watercolor program is to
start with one of the 22 Pre-
sets that AKVIS has built
into Watercolor 1.0. With
the Presets tab selected the
user can slide the cursor

over each possible image treatment to get a
quick idea of how the image would look with
that specific Preset used as the starting
point. Besides the adjustments in stroke and
colour intensity, some of the Presets intro-
duce features like vignette, canvas or paper
variations, and picture frames. Once the Pre-
set is chosen and applied an abbreviated se-
lection of four control sliders appears to
further fine tune the image. 

You can find out more and get your own
copy of AKVIS Watercolor 1.0 to try out at
akvis.com/en/watercolor/index.php.  It costs
nothing to try and you might find it a great in-
troduction to AKVIS software.

Michael Shaw



A couple more AKVIS Watercolor treatments of Irma’s 
pictures: a colourful set of pastel wooden row houses she
took on a cloudy day in Savanah, GA  and some perfect 
yellow plums hanging from a tree we sat under near sunny
Bariloche in Argentina. 



A lovely image created with AKVIS
Watercolor and a photo of a window
treatment Irma caught in Guatape, in
Colombia. All of the second story win-
dows along a main street had ornate
little balconies with matching wooden
screens on the doors and windows.
Every building had different carved
floral panels and turned posts, all of it
painted and each balcony prettier
than the others.

This shows the instant effect of one
of the applied AKVIS Watercolor Pre-
set. This AKVIS Preset is called Chif-
fon + Vignette. 



House of 1000 Doors: Serpent Flame 
from Alawar Games

I have played and reviewed quite a few Hidden Object
Games (HOG) over the years. These come in many
styles, depending on what they spotlight. The traditional
hidden object game is one in which locating a number of
items, such as a bat or a candle in the scene shown, is
emphasized. Unfortunately for you, the picture is a hodge-
podge of various items carefully blended together to make
it difficult to locate anything in particular. The item you are
trying to detect is kind of camouflaged until it pops out at
you and you wonder how you could have had so much
trouble finding it. Once the items for that location are
found, you then proceed to a map and work on to the next
location. The second type is more of an adventure game
where you roam around locating tools and such that may
help you along the way. The third type emphasizes the
mini games and the puzzles more than the hidden objects.
The main differences between the various games are the
story line, the amount and type of mini-games that often have to be
solved to enter the subsequent location, and the type of hint that is
provided. Serpent Flame fits into the third type as you roam around
the various scenes looking for inventory items that will help you solve
puzzles as well as some hidden object pages.

The story has you playing as a young woman named Kate. Giant
snakes have burst out of the Earth and are wreaking havoc across
the land. Your mission is to travel back in time to four different regions
to gather the elements needed to activate a machine that can destroy
the ancient beasts. 

The initial scene takes you high up into the sky, to a castle in the
clouds. Roaming around here will give you a good feel for how the
game is supposed to be played. The next step leads to a corridor with
four pedestals. This is the gateway into four distinct time frames. The
ancient land of Mexico is up first. The graphics are excellent. From
them, you can tell right away where in time and place you have
emerged.

The basic layout of this casual adventure game contains over 40
rooms to explore, with another 16 added in the collector's edition. The
items needed to move along in each quadrant (time frame) are hid-

den all over the place. There would be a lot of
moving back and forth from room to room except
that the map provides a shortcut to each and
every place. The map also indicates which room
contains a task that needs completion. Tasks are
often locked and invisible until certain other tasks
are completed. There are numerous items to find,
hidden object scenes to complete, and mini-
games to test your gaming abilities. The path is
frequently blocked until the right tool or mini-game
is solved. I often had a couple of rows of items in
my inventory. In most cases, the use of these was
not obvious. Trial and error followed. But eventu-
ally, the snake was defeated.

There are two playing modes. At the start, you
must choose from casual or expert. In the casual
mode, the hint button is ready for re-use in 30 sec-
onds and the interactive zones sparkle making
them easy to identify. With my level of expertise, I



found this too easy. I quickly switched to expert mode. Interactive
zones were still identifiable, but only when one scrolled over them
causing the cursor to change its icon. As mentioned before, the map
supplied us with more than enough data as far as which room to look
at next. And, as a last resort, you could always look at the strategy
guide that comes with the collector's edition.

The mini-games were a good mixture of old favourites. It is rare to
have one that I have never seen before. Most are different versions of
previous games with some interesting twists to them. The games
ranged from a tower challenge, gears, some math, spinning wheels to
complete a puzzle, to moving tiles from one side to another. 

This does not to say that they are not fun to play. They certainly
are. Just because I have completed a type of game before, doesn't
mean that I will quickly succeed at this new one. I always had to think
my way through them, carefully weighing the options, to choose the
best procedure. The hardest mini-game was a tile mosaic jigsaw puz-
zle where you had to place tiles of six different colours into the exact
correct spots. One tile out of place, and the puzzle needed to be re-
run. I would have liked the option to replace a tile with another one.
As this wasn't the case, I had to restart over a few times. There is al-
ways the option to skip a mini-game before it gets too frustrating.

On the plus side, the graphics are excellent. You were immediately
immersed into each of the time frames. The map took away the te-
dium of a lot of useless movement, back-tracking from room to room.
The hidden objects scenes were of two types. There was the normal
find a dozen items from a list, some not visible being behind a cover
or inside another container. The other type was a kind of pairing of
objects. No names were given. Rather, part of an item was pictured
and you had to properly pair it up. Examples of this type were half a
pair of scissors, or a cup and no saucer, etc. I liked having this differ-
ent scenario to work with. As an addition to the game, and having
nothing at all to do with the story line, there were forty morphing ob-
jects to be found. Unfortunately, the game has minimum replay ability.
The hidden objects and the mini-games are still in the same spots.
However, you can replay any of the mini-games once you have com-
pleted your quest. I like timing myself to see if I can finish it any
faster.

In conclusion, we have spent quite a few hours playing this game.
It has been a lot of fun. There are good intro and cut scenes which do
not get in the way of the game play (they can be skipped if you
choose). The scenes are clear with very detailed graphics. It was not
difficult to tell which ancient culture you were in. Everything looked
so realistic. It certainly rises up to the quality of games that Alawar
has produced in the past. You can download a free trial version of
the game from the Mac App Store. This will bring you to the corridor
with the four pedestals. The full collector's version of the games sells
for $13.99. Read what others say about this HOG at the Store. It is
hours of fun for either an expert or a novice.

Submitted by Marcel Dufresne



The New 2016 MacBook Pro:
Not So Much...

For those of us who couldn’t wait to get our hands on a new 2016
MacBook Pro there might have been some good reasons to have
waited until the bugs were all exterminated: Apple was forced to ad-
dress concerns that perhaps its new MacBook Pro with Touch Bar
has some video glitches and battery troubles. At the same time the
company lost a landmark case against Samsung in the U.S. Supreme
Court, and dealt with a bigger-than-expected iPhone battery problem.

A variety of graphics issues have been reported from some buyers
of the new 2016 MacBook Pro models, ranging from strange trans-
parency glitches on app windows to corrupt textures and tearing. The
problem does not appear consistently for every new MacBook Pro
user, leading some people to believe it is a hardware issue but Craig
Federighi, Apple's senior vice president of Software Engineering,
says that the issues with video artifacts are software related and that
all of these graphics glitches have been fixed in the macOS 10.12.2
beta seeds. macOS 10.12.2 will hopefully take care of the video
glitches. Federighi oversees the development of iOS, macOS and
Apple's common operating system engineering teams. His teams are
responsible for delivering the software at the heart of Apple's prod-
ucts, including the user interface, applications and frameworks. 

The graphics issues have been seen on numerous configurations
of the 2016 MacBook Pros, although there seems to be somewhat of
a consensus that notebooks with dedicated graphics (the 15-inch
MacBook Pro with Touch Bar) are most likely to see problems. A full-
machine restart usually makes the problem go away temporarily.
macOS 10.12.2 appears to be nearing the end of the beta cycle. This
suggests the update will be released for all users soon, likely before
Christmas. According to the Craig Federighi message, this
update will resolve the graphics bugs which should come as good
news to those affected. 

Some Apple MacBook Pro with Touchbar owners are reporting that
the new computer isn’t lasting nearly as long on a single battery
charge as Apple has promised. Those owners, who have shared their
frustration on online forums including Reddit, say the MacBook Pro’s
battery life lasts between three and six hours during periods when
they’re engaging in sophisticated tasks like playing video games, and
using up a large portion of the computer’s resources. Others who are
using the MacBook Pro for simpler tasks like surfing the Web say
they’re getting better battery life than Apple promised.

In other Apple News, Apple has admitted that the number of cus-
tomers affected by a battery flaw that could cause some of its iPhone
6s units to abruptly shut down could be bigger than initially believed.
Apple previously said only iPhone 6s units manufactured between
September and October 2015 were susceptible to the battery bug
that shuts down the handset, but now says other “customers outside
of the affected range” may have also been affected. Apple is offering
free battery replacements to affected iPhone 6s owners. There are
some iPhone 6 units in China catching fire, but Apple says those trou-
bles are not its fault. Instead, Apple said in a statement that the units
the company has analyzed caught fire due to “external physical dam-
age.” That said, Apple plans to widen its investigation to ensure units
aren’t in danger due to design flaws.

If you really want to help Apple out
with their bottom line you could get out
there with the crowds of Christmas shop-
pers (or go to the Apple Store online) and
order up an Apple Watch for everyone on
your Christmas list. Research firm IDC
has just reported that third-quarter Apple
Watch sales were down 71% year over
year, falling to just 1.1 million units during
the three-month period. In response,
Apple CEO Tim Cook told Reuters that
Apple Watch “sales growth is off the

charts” during this holiday season. He neither commented on third-
quarter performance nor shared exact sales figures. 



Capto 
From Global Delight

Capto, formerly Voila, is a complete screen capturing and editing
program. It is not confined to still shots. You can also capture and edit
video. It has many of the tools that come with iMovie but I found it
much easier to use. I am definitely a casual user when it comes to
video editing. Because I so rarely use iMovie, I find that I forget how
to use it properly, especially in the editing of video. This is not the
case with Capto. I stopped using it for a month and when I did find
another use for it, I was quickly able to record, edit and export a train-
ing video. As easy as it is to use, it comes with many powerful tools
that would satisfy any knowledgeable user. With it you can effortlessly
create and edit videos, annotate images, and quickly share them.
There may be other apps out there that can perform the same actions
as Capto, but in my experience, these all have a much longer learn-
ing curve and, unless you are using them often, you will have to con-
tinually re-learn how to use them properly. Read on to gain a glimpse
into the versatile package that comprises the Capto app.

Let’s start with the image capture capabilities. When it comes to
capture, everything can be done from the menu bar icon, which
makes it much more convenient than a lot of other similar apps. 

From the menu bar, you have the option to capture full screen, a
user defined area, any window, a pull down menu, or a user defined
floating window which you can place wherever you want after choos-
ing the size. You can also save a whole webpage in one click. Each
screen capture can be delayed with a countdown timer. Once the
image is saved, you can then enter into the edit mode. Options here
include adding arrows, text, paint, pencil marks, shapes and a lot
more. Each of these come with additional choices such as colour and
size. I personally like the blur function which slightly mars an area,
making it impossible to read what is underneath. With the capture
tray open at the bottom, you can add in other pictures to create a col-
lage of two or more images on one screen. Each and every move that
you make can be undone.



All that screen capture is fine, but I really found a use for Capto
with the video tools. You can record the fullscreen or pick an area to
capture the recording from. How about recording using the FaceTime
camera, or capturing from a newer iOS device like an iPhone 6. The
app can record in HD up to 60 FPS (frames per second), producing
very clear video which can then be instantly edited. You could add
two or more videos together, inserting one into the middle or splicing
it onto the end. The audio can be adjusted, including fade in or out
and muting any section. There is a dual audio editor that enables you
to individually edit the audio coming from your system and from the
microphone. Special effects such as arrows, blur, callouts, marker
and shapes can now be added in to make your final project a work of
art. The tool I use most often is cropping and cutting videos. Instead
of re-recording a full video, I can keep recording any mistake and re-
move it afterwards. This saves a lot of time and allows me to do re-
takes on the fly without having to restart the entire project.

The last major item is the storage and sharing of your files. Capto
has a great file management structure for quick searches. Your
screen captures and recordings are placed in easy-to-spot folders by
default. You can also add custom rules to place captures in folders of

your choice. You can export the video as an .mp4 or .mov, so that
other computers and iOS devices can use them. You can upload or
share screenshots and screen recordings to Facebook, Tumblr, Drop-
box, Evernote, YouTube and more without leaving the app. The soft-
ware also recognizes additional image-capable applications installed
on your system, adding them to a list of one-click "send to" locations
from the Share menu.

Capto is perfect for educators, students, creative professionals,
Vloggers and anyone in need of a powerful, yet easy-to-use screen
capture tool. It is made to equip everyday users with the ability to cre-
ate professional looking videos from screen recordings. Use it to
make tutorial videos, amazing reaction videos and informative how-to
videos. With the newer devices on the market, Capto links these to
your computer. Video record your iPhone’s or iPad's screen by con-
necting it to a Mac running Capto. The touch screen abilities of these
devices make them ideal for making tutorials. Capture the screen,
add a voiceover and edit them to instantly create informative tutorials.
As a teacher, I often like to use video, such as youtube stuff, in my
lessons. Capto allows me to capture the video and edit it to suit my
lessons.



Download a free 15-day trial version of Capto from their Web
site (globaldelight.com/capto) and get a feel for the ease of use I
have been talking about. The trial projects will have a watermark
embedded in them to negate any final use, but all aspects of the
app are functional. You can download the full app for $29.99
from Mac App store. It works with Yosemite, El Capitan and
Sierra. There are some training videos available from their web
site, as well as a simple user manual to help explain the various
icons in the app's window. Capto is an all-purpose screen cap-
ture app that unifies high definition video and image capture,
video and image editing, file management and sharing into one
app. Capto allows users to produce top of the line looking proj-
ects. I feel it is the easiest video editing program out there.
Whether you plan on making a video once in a blue moon or
once a week, Capto is easy enough for anyone to use and it has
the firepower to satisfy all levels of users. If you have a project
that requires video and you don't want to spend a lot of time
learning how to use it, then Capto is worth looking into.

Submitted by Marcel Dufresne



Kinsa Smart Thermometer
The World's Smartest Thermometer
We are finding new uses for our iDevices all the time.

Take health care. We can now monitor weight, heart rate,
blood pressure, and so much else. We are on the cutting
edge of iHealth development. This review is for a special
smart thermometer. I kind of liken it to a temperature probe
with a flexible protected plastic end. It is safe to use orally,
with little fear of breaking as it has no glass parts. The end
is metallic. There are no digital readout screens on it. It is
just the probe. It does connect to your iDevice, but not
through the traditional port. It is not connected via USB nor
the lightning or 30 pin charging slot. It uses the headphone
jack and a free app (Kinsa smart thermometer and health
tracker) with which you can quickly track temperature,
which is often the first symptom of an illness. Temperature
readings vary from person to person. Although there is no
such thing as a normal temperature reading, the tempera-
ture of about 98°F or 37.2°C is considered normal. A per-
son's body temperature will usually be lower in the morning
than in the afternoon. The best method to determine your own tem-
perature is to use a thermometer when you're feeling well. Record
your temperature twice a day, early morning and late afternoon. Take
the average of the two temperatures. This is considered your normal
body temperature. Any variation from this may indicate some sort of
illness. This review was done with my antiquated iPad 2, using iOS 8.
As such, I used their older model smart thermometer. There are
newer models which I will mention at the end.

Opening the box, you will find the following contents: the smart
thermometer, a setup adapter, a storage case, an extension cord, and
instructions for use. Setting it up is relatively easy. The first thing is to
download the free Kinsa smart thermometer and health tracker app
from the App Store. An animation will guide you through the setup
procedure. This is the time to plug in the special setup adaptor. After-
wards, this stores in the carrying case. The list of compatible devices
can be found at the Kinsa web site (https://www.kinsahealth.com). I
was informed that my iPad 2 would not work with this thermometer,
nor was it listed as being compatible. However, as I was able to
download the app, I could not think of any reason why it would work
on an old iPhone and not on an iPad. So, I gave it a try and I am
pleased to say that I was able to set it up. I ran into only one minor
snag in the process, which might be why the iPad 2 is not listed. The
second page of the set up requires you to input the lot number of the
thermometer which is listed right on it. A number keypad pops up for
you to add this value. Unfortunately, the keypad fills up half the
screen and blocks the input area.  Also, the 'next' button is not visible
which prevents being able to continue the set up procedure. After a
little playing around, I found that blindly typing in the lot number and
then going back one screen fixed the problem. Now when I continued

to page 2, the lot number was already listed
and the number keypad did not pop up. I
was able to tap ‘next’ and finish the process.
I am not saying this will work with other de-
vices not listed as compatible, but it did work
for me.

Once set up, you can now program it for
the whole family. As you make a profile for
each member of the family, your date of birth
is included. Kinsa provides guidance based
not only on fever readings but also on age.
You should now be ready to take as many
temperatures as you want. The smart ther-
mometer is designed to measure the human
body temperature orally, rectally, or under
the arm. Simply tap which means you will be
using and follow the prompts in the anima-
tion. In 10 seconds or less, you will have a
temperature reading. Save your temperature
in the right profile area. There is a list of fol-

low up questions that you can choose to reply to. This might further
help diagnose the possible illness. The extension cord plugged into
the headphone jack makes it easier to take the temperature. One
would not want to be holding up an iPad in the face of a poorly feeling

https://www.kinsahealth.com


child.
I found using this thermometer to be very straight

forward. The flexible design is definitely built for com-
fort. It is water resistant for safe cleaning, but it is not
waterproof. The extension cord helps you to see the
screen of your mobile device more easily during the
taking of your own temperature. It would be great for
travelling because it is so lightweight and durable. It
requires no batteries as it is powered by your smart-
phone. If you are wondering, as I was, about under
arm temperatures being lower than oral, Kinsa does
the math for you. It has a fever guidance feature that
takes this into account. It knows to mark a 99.4°F
(37.4°C) underarm temperature as a low fever, be-
cause it is equivalent to a 100.4°F (38°C) oral temper-
ature. Also, in case you were curious, the Mayo Clinic
shows this for fever equivalencies: rectal, ear or tem-
poral artery temperature of 100.°F (38°C) or higher,
oral temperature of 100°F (37.8°C) or higher, and
armpit temperature of 99°F (37.2°C) or higher.

The brains of this thermometer is the app. I wish there were a little
bit more instructions for the complete use of the app because it can
do so much. The written instruction that comes with the thermometer
covers how to properly use it, but makes little reference to the app.
Tapping around on the screen will eventually get you to all the hidden
features. It can display in F° or C°. You can track the health history for
the whole family. I have no idea how many profiles you can create on
it. Deleting a profile is simply a matter of swiping and tapping the
delete. You can use the Elmo mode which uses Elmo's voice and
Sesame Street icons. Fidgety kids can entertain themselves with a
bubble-popping game on the screen as the temperature is being
taken. The app tracks fever readings, symptoms, diagnoses, medica-
tion doses and other notes in a time-stamped log, for each member of
the family.

The Kinsa Smart Thermometer requires an iPhone 4S or later.
This being the older model, you can get it at a reduced price of
$20.95 at  https://www.amazon.ca. As there is no headphone jack in
the newer iPhones, the more up to date models of this smart ther-
mometer work by bluetooth making it even better for travelling, having
less cords to worry about. Read what others have to say about this
thermometer from their web site ( https://www.kinsahealth.com ). Get
into the new health age with this reliable, simple to use smart ther-
mometer. Enable your temperature data to integrate seamlessly with
your healthcare.

Submitted by Marcel Dufresne

Something You Should Know About:
The NVD

The NVD is the U.S. government’s repository of standards based
vulnerability management data. This data enables automation of vul-
nerability management, security measurement, and compliance.
NVD includes databases of security checklists, security related soft-
ware flaws, mis-configurations, product names, and impact metrics.

The NVD (https://nvd.nist.gov/home.cfm) is a product of the NIST
Computer Security Division, Information Technology Laboratory and
is sponsored by the Department of Homeland Security’s National
Cyber Security Division. To check the vulnerability status of any ap-
plication go to https://web.nvd.nist.gov/view/vuln/search and type in
its name. The versions of the programs, a list of the operating sys-
tems affected, and severity of the vulnerabilities and problems will be
rated on a scale of 1 to 10. Good stuff to know.

https://www.amazon.ca
https://www.kinsahealth.com
https://nvd.nist.gov/home.cfm
https://web.nvd.nist.gov/view/vuln/search


Wi-Fi Upgrade :
Early 2009 Mac Pro4,1

For most of us, there is something about our Macs that we take for granted.
Whether our Mac is a portable office or a consumer level (Mac mini or iMac)
desktop model, we expect that it will come from Apple, Inc. fully equipped to
connect to the internet through a signal broadcasted by a wireless router. Being
able to connect to the internet wirelessly is essential for those very many of us
who are in the habit of wasting our lives glued to Facebook or browsing Reddit
or watching cat videos (or all three). Mindless amusement is more the rule than
the exception. Mac Pro, models, however, are supposed to be serious comput-
ers, designed to function as no-nonsense work horses in commercial or indus-
trial environments. Because of this, they are heavy on the wired networking
hardware, with multiple gigabyte ethernet ports, and tend to not come equipped
with wireless internet capabilities. 

Simply because I could, I decided to upgrade my Early 2009 Mac Pro4,1 with
an AirPort Extreme wireless card I found on eBay selling for less than US
$10.50, shipping included. Shipping is paid for by the purchaser and always
an issue when purchases have to be delivered from locations in North America
by courier or North American postal services, but shipping from China is usually
negligible.  In this case it was less than US $1. 

Although the AirPort Extreme was not included as standard equiment  in
Mac Pro models before 2009 it was expected that some users would want this
upgrade so there is a place on the logic board for an AirPort card to plug in and
there are installation instructions in the User Guide and  some antenna wires al-
ready installed in the computer electrical harness that emerge conveniently
close to the Wi-Fi card’s location.

The procedure for installing the card is pretty straightforward but not easy be-
cause the wires involved have small contact terminals and the wire clips are dif-
ficult to manipulate.  The card is small and the location of the card on the Mac
Pro board is deep in the guts of the machine behind the processor carrier sled.

To install Wi-Fi into a 2009 model, open the Mac Pro computer, lay it down
with access side facing up, and remove the Processor tray. Removing the tray
will expose the lower portion of the logic board and the BlueTooth card on the
right (if present) and the socket for the AirPort Card on the left will be obvious.
The exposed enclosure includes up to four loose black wires in all: 3 AirPort an-
tenna wires (labeled #1, #2 and #3) and 1 Bluetooth antenna wire. If there is a
Bluetooth card installed already there will only be 3 wires loose because the
fourth wire will be in use. The wires will all have similar little brass terminals and
be covered on the ends with little clear plastic boots to protect them from touch-
ing anything live on the board. Wires look more or less similar, except that the
Bluetooth antenna wire includes a  “BT”  label to differentiate it from the others.
For proper operation, do not connect Bluetooth antenna wire to AirPort card or
any AirPort wire to Bluetooth card. Note that  there are two terminals on the Air-
Port card. Connect AirPort antenna wires labeled #1 and #3 to the AirPort card.
(You may connect either of these wires to either AirPort antenna connector.)
The third wire, #2, is not used for this AirPort card.



The AirPort Extreme Wi-Fi card for this model of Mac
Pro is theoretically not all that difficult to install but in-
structions must be followed. The processor tray must be
unclipped and slid out of the chassis carefully to expose
the lower section of the logic board and the Wi-Fi card
must be inserted into the exposed connector designed
to hold it and then the correct wires must be attached.
The inserted card does not initially lie flat on the logic
board. The connector that it plugs into is angled up-
wards to the left about 30 degrees and the card must be
firmly and fully inserted at this angle and then pushed
down onto the logic board until the two holes in the card
rest on and line up with two little stand-offs on the logic
board. The card must be held in place while two small
screws are inserted through the card and into threaded
holes in the stand-offs to lock the card securely in place.
Then wires #1 and #3 can be attached to the tiny brass
terminals on the card  and the processor card re-in-
stalled into the computer.

If the Wi-Fi module is good, it
will be very good. These AirPort
Extreme (802.11a/b/g) cards are
capable of speeds up to 300
Mbps. The way to check to see if
the card is installed correctly and
functioning properly is through the
Network pane in System Prefer-
ences. Before the card is installed
the choices for internet access will
be limited to BlueTooth, Ethernet
and FireWire. After the installation the new Wi-Fi inter-
face will be reported as detected and the option of doing
networking and connecting to the internet over Wi-Fi will
be available. 

And that’s all there is to installing a wireless internet
interface into a Early 2009 Mac Pro computer. There are
other options that do not involve surgery, like putting in a
PCI card with wireless interface or plugging in a USB
dongle with an antenna of some sort, but connecting a
genuine Apple AirPort Extreme card to the logic board
and attaching the antenna wires is the way that Apple
engineers designed this equipment to work, so why not
follow their lead. While spare parts are cheap and plenti-
ful, $ US10 is a great price to pay for this upgrade.

Michael Shaw 


